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SUI_dARY °

Correlations of orbiter windward surface entry heating data fcom the first

five flights are presented with emphasis on boundary layer tza_-ition and the

effects of cat_!ytic recombination. Results show that a single-roughness boundary

layer transition correlation developed for spherical-element trips works well for

the orbiter tile system. A£so, an engineering approach for predicting heating in

noneqnilibrium flow conditions shows good agreement with the flight test data in

the time period of significant heating. The results of these correlations, when

used to predict orbiter heating for a high-cross-range missinn_ indicate that the

thermal protection system on the windward surface will perform successfully in such

a mission.

INTRODUCTION

The design of the orbiter thermal protection system (TPS) was based on the

following logic: the most severe operational mission we= selected to define the

design heating environments, but nominal trajectory parameters, nominal heating

methods, nominal material properties, and an aerodynamically smooth surface were

assumed in order to save weight. Safety margins for the flight test program were

created by the lower orbit inclinations and reduced cross range requirements during

these flights, which reduced the severity of the thermal environments. The aero-

thermodynamic objective of the flight test progr_mwas to obtain data to update the

heating methodology, which then could be used to support verification of the TPS

for operational use. To this end, development flight instrumentation (DFI) was

installed on the vehicle to obtain data in critical locations. Data from the

flight test program were expected to demonstrate that margins would 41so exist for

the operational missions, even though a nominal design approach had been taken,

This paper presents the projected operational capability cf the TPS (specifi-

cally the windward surfaces) in light of the lessons learned from the flight test

program regarding entry aerodynamic heating.
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cons=ant in equation 7

frozen specific heat

gravitational constant

local heat transfer coefficient

enthalpy

roughness element height

orbiter reference length

Mach number

constant in equation 7

local pressure

heat flux

trip. Reynolds number, Odu_k/_ _

trip position Reynolds number, C6U6Xk/_

displacement thickness Reynolds number at the trip posi=ion for

effective tripping, pdu64i*/_6

momentum thickness Reynolds numbers 0_u_@/_

universal gas constant

temperature

velocity

axial coordinate

trip position measured from stagnation point

transitien position measured from stagnation point

spanwise coordinate

compressi0ility

angle of attack

displacement thickness of boundary layer

momentum thickness of boundary layer



p density

viscosity.

defined in equation 6

YR defined in equation 7

Subscripts

aw adiabatic wall

D dissociation

eff effective

eq equilibrium

f frozen

ne nonequilibrium

w wall conditions

6 boundary layer edge conditions

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

Flight Conditions

The Orbital Flight Test (OFT) program consisted of four flights, STS-I thro_h

-4. Aerodyna_/c heating data were acquired by a DFI system with an on-board

recorder. The fifth flight, STS-5, although an operational flight, also provided

aeroheating data simre the DFI system was utilized. In all five flights, the

orbiter entered the atmosphere from low Earth orbits at inclinations zanging frca

28.5 dee to 40 deg. Peak heating generally occurred when the vehicle angle of

attack was 40 des, and the thermal equivalent cross range flown was approximately

720 umi.

Instrumentation

The entry aerodynamic heating data on the lower surface of the orbiter were

obtained primarily from thermocouples installed in the outer surface of the high-

temperature reusable surface insulation (RRSI) and in contact with the reaction

cured glass (RCG) tile coating. These instruments, fabricated from a 10-mil

platinum-platinum 13-percent rhodium wir_, were located as shown'in figure I. In

addition to the ther_ocouples, the lower fuselage surface was instrumented with

pressure _aps and c_lorimeters. A more detailed description of the DFI syste= ca=
be found in reference I.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSI _ON

Data from the flight test program show that heating on the upper surfaces vas

generally less than predictions based on wind tunnel test data. The exception is

the area influenced by the vortex emanating from the wing-glove/bo_y junction.

This area includes the fuselage side, payload bay door, and orbital maneuverin_
subsystem (GMS) pod. Possible reasons for the higher heating in flight are
presented _.n reference 2.

The lower surfaces experienced less heating than expected during flight due to

two phenomena: delayed boundary layer transition and reduced catalytic recombiza-

tion. Therefore, this paper focuses on the knowledge gained from t_e flight test
program with regard to these two topics.

Boundary Layer Transition

One of the major considerations in dcfbning the entry heating environment _as

the time at which boundary layer transition occurs. The design philosophy was :o

specify the heating environment with a "smooth surface" transition. Smooth surface

transition was defined as the transition conditions measured on a s=_ooth wind

tunnel model and correlated and extrapolated tc flight by using Re c/M d = f (angle

of attack, body location). It was anticipated that the wind tunnel vould provide a

conservative transition value due to free-st:cam turbulence and tha= transition
during flight would be induced by surface roughness.

Orbiter Surface Description. The TPS on the lower surface of the orbiter is

composed primarily of insulating tiles with nominal surface dimensions of 6 in.

6 in. The tiles are spaced by nominal gaps of 0.045 in. during installation to

provide clearance for differential thermal expansion (contraction) hetween the ti%e

and the orbiter's aluminum structure during flight. The tile edges are rounded to

avoid stress concentrations in the glassy coating. Some tile surface irregulari-

ties exist due to manufacturing techniques or to surface slumping when the tile

coating is fired; in addition, installation tolerances result in steps between

tiles. The foregoing is not the description of an aerodynamically s,K>oth surface;

in fact, the many combinations of steps, gaps, and tile irregulariti°s produce an
incredibly complex surface in terms of roughness definition.

Several types of measurements were _sed to inspect the orbiter surface. Ste_s
and gaps between adjacent tiles were meas_ired after installation. Subsequent

visual inspections indicated that in a si_;nificant number of cases, the step

measurements did not identify the worst sl;eps. As a result, a "Drofilometer" was

built to measure the tile surface. _e profilometer follows thf principle of

microsurface analyzers but on a much larger scale. It traces a path 50 in. icng c=
the orbiter surface with three transducers spaced 0.25 in. laterally. An elec-

tronic plotter simultaneously plots the results, expanding the vertical scale 25
times so that a 0.001-in. surface displacement may be resolved.

(
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A typical trace is shown in figure 2. Profile locations were selected on the

basis of a visual inspection of the surface, always looking for the worst TPS

installations. A set of 16 of these locations was also measured after each of the

first four flights. No slgnificant changes occurred from flight to flight at these

locations. Measurement variations within 0.015 in. were observed, which is almost

within the vari.tion of repeated setups at the same location.

During the evolution of the thermal protection system, exploratory wind tunnel

tests were _erformed o.L smooth orbiter models that were grooved to simulate tile
.

gaps. It was disco',ered that grooves parallel to the _urface streamli==q produced

strong boundary layer tripping disturbances whereas grooves perper_icular to

streamlines produced much weaker disturbances. Subsequent experiments indicated

that a 15-dug angle between gap and flow direction was sufficient to avoid the

parallel-gap tripping effect. These obse_-vations resulted in the tile orientation

pattern shown in figure I.

_. To develop analytical tools to define allowable TPS installation

tolerances and further relate the completed orbiter surface configuration to the

observed transition during flight, existing wind-tunnel-based boundary layer tr=n-
sition research _a_ used. As previously stated, it was presumed that transiticn

would be caused by single or isolated roughness elements that are three dimensional

in character. The reasoning that leads to this assumption is as follows.

First, it has been demonstrated (ref. 3) that in supersonic flow three-

dimensional roughnesses (spheres) are m_re effective trips than two-dimensional

roughnesses (wires perpendicular to flow). By analogy, tile edges where the step

and gap are uniform may be thought of _s two-dimensional roughnesses and tile

corners or intersections as three-dimensional roughnesses. If the tile edge and

corner steps are the same, then the corner should produce the dominant diaturbance.

Also, wind tunnel tests (ref. 4) showed that spacing three-dimensional roughnesses

laterally at a distance of four roughness heights (4k) was sufficient to prevent
interaction between roughnesses; that is, it allows each element to act as if it

were the only roughness element present. The maximum anticipated roughness is on

the order of k - 0.I in.; therefore, disturbance spacing greater than 0.4 in.

should not cause interaction.

Finally, figure 3 shows schematically how three-dimensional roughness ssize

variation affects transi:ion location. In section A of figure 3, between _. and

i@nd the roughness has very little effect on the natural or smooth wall trans_tlon,

icating that the roughness disturbances do not dominate the boundary layer

before they decay. The region between Q and Q is characterized by a small

change in roughneds size, causing & large change in transition position. The _-urve

to the right of Q again shows only a small change in transition position with

roughness size when transition is close to the trip. Point _ is defined as the

"effective trip" size, i.e., the smallest trip that will cause transition near the

p. In this discussion, only the left side of figure 3, section A, up to point
is of concern. Section B of figure 3 shows the effect of increasing trip size.

• • - . ° °

_e boundary layer is very dlscrlmlnatlng as to _he roughness slzes tha_ affect

transition. Since the roughness distribution was not expected to be uniform, a

relatively small number of discrete roughnesses were expccted to cause tra_sitioo,

and there was a low probability that these disturbances _o-ld interact with one
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another. The conclusion was that single-roughness-element transitS.on research

vo_Id be an appropriate basis for the analyticzl tools. (It will be shown later

that the observed transition patterns on the orbiter are consistent with the _f:ove
assumptions.)

Equation 6 of reference 5 is

T T i/4
Re k = 33.4 [I + 0.90(___w -I) + 0.28( aw -I)]

T_ T 6 Rex k
"i)

which represents the conditions for an effective spherical element trip. This

equation is for flow on a cone and includes variations in Math Humber and heat

transfer. ReferenCe 5 also notes that the bracketed term in equation 1 is nearly

eoual to (d*/Xk),/_Xk. Empirically, equation 2 represents a slight improveme_::

T T= 1.09 [I + 0.90(__ v-l) + 0.28( aw-I)]

z5 T5

Substituting equation (2) into equation (i) yields

(2)

-I/4

k/5* - 30.7 R exk (5)

which also includes heat transfer and compressibility effects for flow over a co=e.

Equation 3, which matches the _ata of references 4 and 5 about as well as the

previous equations, will be u_ed to extrapolate _o orbiter fi_.ht conditions

because of its simplicity. Fortunately, the assumption of co=ical flow hlso is z

good approximation for the orbiter lower surface for x/L_0.5.

Figure 4 is a "typical curve of effective ro,=_hnes_ size versus stream_ise

location along the orbiter centeri_ne at a specific flight condition as predicte_

from equation 3. The displacement thickness (5*) was calculated by using a

finite-difference boundary layer computer code called GLTS (ref. 6). Obviously,

the nose and wing leading edge are the most critical regions fo_ surface roughness.

Wind Tun" T__. Wind tunnel tests were performed at Arnold Engineering

Development ( -er Tunnel B at M_ = 8 to v_rify, the applicability of equations 1 or

3 for the orbiter configuration. Those tests users a 0.04-scale model of the

orbiter forebody (x/L _0.5). For the first series of tests, spherical roughnes_e_$

were mounted on the model at x/L = 0.05, 0.11, cr 0.17. The modezs were solid

copper forward of the trip to provide an isotberm_l boundary layer from the sta_

tion point to the roughness. Aft of the trip, the models were made of an alumina-

filled epoxy, and the phase-change paint technique was used to obtain transition

data. The roughness elements were spheres with'diameters of 0.015, 0.020, 0.025,
and 0.031 in. These data are compared with the cone data of reference 5 in

figure 5. The second series of tests replaced the spherical rcughness elements

with a simulated tile array, incl.'ding gaps between the tiles, as shown in

figure 6. One tile in the array was displaced by shimming to create a step. Ste:s

varied from 0 to 0.025 in. at 0.005-in. increments in the previously mentioned x/i

stations. Gaps surrounding the stepped tile were 0, 0.010, or 0.020 in.
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l"ne results of this series of tests were less definitive than the results

for :he spherical roughness tests; however, several conclusions were m2de:

(I) increasing the gap surrounding the stepped nile increased the tripping effec:

of _ step; (2) with a 0.010-in. ge._ around the stepped tile, a step equal to

appr:ximately one half of the s_heri:-al rc_ghness diameter (height) produced en

equixalent transition pattern; and (3) the effect of the gap was most pronounced at
the forward test station (i.e., x/L = 0.05). One variable that was not included

was :he tile edge radius. The model nile edges are essentially sharp (as

mac -hlned), whereas the orbiter :ile _=dge radius varies f-_cu about 0.050 _n 0.I00

in., _r about the same as the observed steps. Xhe edge radius may also be a sig-

nifi:ant variable when the step, edge radius, and th__adiacent gap ace all rough!7

the _ame dimension. Referen'-e 7 s_ggests that increasing the solid volume at the

top -_ the trip (i.e., reducinz the edge radius) increase -= the effectiveness of the

trip; however, the observed factor of two in trip size is uuch larger than trip-

shape-_factor effects previously obre=-ved.

Ylizht Test Results. The orbiter flight test program provided a 5oundary

lay_ transition experiment of unpr_e_ented proportion. ?ive fliBlIts were made

with =he DFI system operating. Transition-sensing instrumentation on the lower

surface consisted of 94 platinun-P! aline", 13-percent rhodium thermocouples

installed in the tile outer surface coating and distributed over the left side of

the _Tbiter with one thermocouple on the right wing tip as shown in figure i. Data

were recorded for each instrument at one-&econd inter'rals throughout the entry.

typical surface-temperature-versus-fEaze record is shown in figure 7. The surface

temperature is practically equal to radiation equilibrium temperature. The DFI
data were recorded on board and telesn_tered in real time. Telemetered data were

res_-icted to the latter part of ent--y because the orbiter was out of range of the

receiving antennas early in the entry. Cz flights STS-I a-_d -4, failure of the

on-bs_xd recorder limited the data.

In figure 7, the beginning of transition is the departure from _he laminar

temperature at 1,263 sec; the end of transitioq is the attainment of the turbulen=

tempereture at 1,280 sec. The _eginning of transition is _sed hereafter to corre-
late transition events. The trancing-on inte rva_- is the difference between the

5egimsing and end of transition __ng is characteristically less than 30 sec for

flight test data, which represents a chacge in the Reynol_s number of less than 20

perceat. This abrupt transition zone is one indication of roughness-induced tran-
sitim=. Another indication of roughmess-'_aused transition is the su'dden for,;ard

movement illustrated in section A of figure 3. For the flight test data,

roughness-caused transition is =anifested as the simultaneous transition over some

region of the surface observed in the data. Ssction B of figure 3 shows that tran-

sition caused by an effective ro_ghr_ess originates from a point somewhat downstrea_

of tle roughness and then spreads as a wedge of turbulence. This wedge crosses

streL_dines at a constant angle between 5 deg and 7 deg fcr supersonic boundary

layer edge Mach numbers from 2 =o 4, respectively (ref. 3). For a conical flo_,

the turoulent spreadivg still crosses streamlines at the above angle, but the

turhmient front takes on a cur_ed shape due to the streamline spreading. To ma;

the __-ansition regions on the orbiter, regions of constant transition time w_re

associated with one trippinB ev_t. Again, the results were consistent with the

as&um_tion that single roughness elem_ents cause transition.
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Figures 8 through 12 =how patterns developed from the flight teat data. A

spreading aDgle of 7 des (_asuming a conical flow field) appears to best fit the

data although some variations mighL be expected due to surface Math number and

surface flow field variations with orbiter angle of attack at the transition tim_.

The s_acing of instruments also causes tome uncertainty in the position of the

transitioa f-o'ts. Thermo:ouple locationa are indicated on the maps. Surface

streamline patterns were devo_'oped from cont-_.mination streaks on the TPS surface

after STS-.I . _aese pa:terrs agreed with _'ind tunnel oil flow patterns used for

the c=nical flow field as:umption _-r x/L < 0.5. Stre-_k patterns were used fo_

x/L > 0.5.

For the first flight, STS-I, surface temperature data were onl_- available

after 1,050 sec entry time (entry time = 0 sec at alticud_ _ 460,000 _t) due to a

failure of t_e on-board recorder. At the time of data acq,isition, the flow on :he

aft fuselage and right wing tip instruments was turbulent. Post_flight in_pectic_n

revealed _ gouge in a tile on the right rose landing gear door (NLGD) that was

approximat=ly 8 in. long x 1 in. wide x I in. deep. Plotting the turbulent spr__sad-

ing from this anomaly gives the pattern shown in figure 8. Transition ti_e for

this fought?ms was _et at about 1,000 sec based on an increase in the axial force

coefficient alcug with an elevon asymmetry indicating higher drag on the right

side. The asy_--_etry disappeared at 1,252 sec when the left-hand nose tripped. _-'he

tripping event at !,252 _ec is significant because it was repeated for flights

STS--I, -P, -3, and -5; and because it was the event than affected the largest surface_

arf_ on subsequent flights. It is observed that transition is propagated along --he

wing stagnation streamline (i.e., transitic, n along the iring leading edge occurs az=

the same time as transition on the forward fuselage). After the flight, the lef _-

NLGD surface was _nspected visually for large tile steps. The largest apparent

step, measured at 0.085 in., was at a lateral tile corner at x/L - 0.056 and y "_

I0 in. This is the projection shown in the profi!ometer trace in figure 2. Sur--

prisingly good agreement exists between this roughr, ess lecation and the for4ard

ex:rapolation of the turbulence spreading zo=-_. Equation 3 gives an effective

roughness height" of 0.080 in. for this location at 1,252 sec. It appears that

equation 3 works quite well without an adjustment for z oughne=s shape factor.

Two other forward fuselage tripping events occurred at 1,140 sea and 1,230 sec

(fig. 8).

Figure b --!so shows that transition occurs on the iring at timer, ranging frc_m

1,150 sec to 1,235 sec. The number and location of ther_ocouple_ in e:,ch turbule_nt

wedge do not define the apex of the wedges accurately enough to identify a spec_=

roughness for each tripping event; however, the tripping appears to Be related too

the wing leading edge or the tile interface regicn immediately behind the leadin_

edge. The boundary layer on the swept-wing leading edge is already unstable, i:d_i-

caring that the allowable roughness on the leading edge zust be less than in the

nose region to produce the same transition time, assuming similar roughnes.ses exist

on the wing and on the fuselage. The inboard turbulent wedge is caused by the mw.in

landing gear door outboard edge. Note the two transition times (i.e., 1,193/1,2_

sec). This notation designates a significant transitiun event followed by a retuu-n

to or _ovemeut toward a laminar surface temperature, followed by a second transi--

_icn. The last time is the beginning of the transition that stays turbulent. I=

this instance, a'dip in the angle cf attack causes the roughness not to be an

effective trip from 1,200 sec to 1,226 sec. Transition on the elevons occurs frc_n

before data acquisition at 1,05t _ sec to 1,155 sec and can be associated with the

wing/elevon gap and elevon deflection angle.
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The STS-2 and STS-I trajectories were similar, and as figure 9 shows, the

tran--"ition patterns and times were also similar. The primary differer, ce was the

absence of the gouge on the right hand nose during flight two. Significantly earl/

traLsiticn occurs only downstream of the external tank attachment door and on the

body flap of the aft fuselage for STS-2. The left NLGD tripping event occurs at

1,263 sec in ST$-2 and appears to extrapolate forwnrd to t_e same roughness loca-

tion as in STS-I. An aft fuselage transition st 1,250 sec is extrapolated /o_--war,"

to the rlgbt NLGD; however, uncertainty in this location is noted. The wing

pattern.i_ substantially the same as in STS-I. The early transition on the body

flap (i.e., between 500 sec and 700 sec) can be attribute _- to boundary layer _epar-

ation caused by the flap's '.5 deg down deflection.

STS-3 results (fig. i0) are s,_milar to STS-! and STS-2 with earlier transition

tines due to trajectory differences. Also, the transition pattern is scmewhat more

complicated. A substantial portion of the fubelage and wing transition occurred at

1,180 sec but appeared tentative and finally occurred 13 =ec later. The origin of

this event is assigned to the NLGD centerline thermal barrier. The left NLGD trip-

pine occurred cleanly at 1,293 sec and overran the tentative 1,180 _.ec event.

Right side events occurred at 1,112/1,145 sec and at 1,152 sec _-ith the double time

explainable as an a transient. The wing pattarn closely resembles flights one and

two. Right-hand-side transition events ,rust be inferred from downstream patterns

that closs the centerli,,= or aff.ect the right-hand wing tip.

Results from STS-4 (fig. ii) are notably different from the previous flights

in that transition occurred over alwnst the entire lower surfac,: due to a single

tripping event at 1,030 sec. The apex of the transition appears to be in line with

the microphone _n the left NLGD. One significant difference was that _ransitioc

occurred when the angle of attar% was 40 deg rather than 32 to 34 deg for STS-I

throuBh -3.

The STS-5 transition map is shown in figure 12. A right-side event is noted

at 1,093/1,121 sec on the aft fuselage whereas the'right wing tip tripped olily at

1,121 _ec, indicating that the 1,093 sec event is not far enough forward to spread

onto the wing. The 1,125-sec event is consistent in location with the left-hand

NLGD tripping on flights 1 _hrough 3. Tripping occurred near the fron_ of the left-

hand ULCD at 1,145 sec. Less wing tripping was evident during ST$-5 th_ on the

first three flights.

To compare data from each instrumented flight, equation 3 was used to calcu-

lace the size of a fictitious reuBhness _t Y/L = 0.i at the time of tripping in the

left NLGD re_ion. Results are presented in table I. The calculations indicate a

nearly ccnstant effective roughness size (kay = 0.113 in.) for flights -i through -3

and -5, even though the trajectory parameter._ changed substantially. The larger

roughness (k_ff.= 0.133 in.) calculated for S',_-4 has not been explained, but this
roughness slze zs large enough to cause transition before the observed wing trip-

ping times on the other flights. This could expl_in the sing!e-event tripping in

STS-4.

It is concluded that: (I) a single roughness site o7 the left NLGD tripped

the boundary layer on four of the five flights; (2) th_s roughness (kef f) remaine_

esseutially unchanged through the flight test program; (3) transition from this

roughness was obscured by earlier transitic.e from a larger rougheess in STS-A; and

(4) an analytical method that predicts th_ effective roughness size has been

extended from wind tunnel conditions to entry flight conditions.
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Catalytic Recombination

The design of the orbiter TPS _as accomplished by predicting heating based on

the assumption of equilibrium flow. The methods used are described in reference _.

The approach to predict heating on the lower surface of the orbiter cons:sted of"

breaking the vehicle dc_ra into simple geometric shapes, "redicting the heating for
the assumed shape and modifying the prediction to match wind tunnel data. The

resulting correlatiou was extrapolated to flight conditions asing real-gas proper-

ties. The methods are incorporated in the Rockwell Internation_l Aeroheating

Computer Program (ref. 9) _ich was formulated aa a design instrument to estimate

ascont or entry heating for simple g_ometric shapes. An ivability to =redict non-

equilibrium boundary layer heating and a lack of knowledge about the catalytic

behavior of "i,e _PS tile coating precluded a deeign approach based on these pheno=--

ena_ However, results from plasma arc heater tests during the TPS development t_at

program indicated the inhibiting characteristics of the tile baseline coating may

reduce aerodynamic heating. During the test program, the heating to the TPS coat-

ing in a plasma environment could be approximated by using

[ Haw-Rw-nHD ]
(4)

where q was found to be 0.7 _ 0.i (ref. I0). However, characterization of the dis-

sociated nonequilibriumgases produced by the arc heaters was difficult and the

tile coating was often contaminated. 1_aese phenomena precluded a confident update

of the aeroheating prediction _thods prior to the OFT progrm.

Analysis. Flight t_t data from STS-I were aqquired only during the last port

Of the entry trajectory. As a result, little was learned relative to the catalytic

recombination characteristics of the orbiter TPS. During the second flight_ data

were acquired throughout the entry profile. The results showed that during the

laminar flow regime, the heating over the fuselage Icc#er surface was significant!y

less than vredicted by the equilibriom heating methods (fig. 13). This data pre-

ssured go_ insight into the potential reduction of aeroheating due to the inhibit-

xng characteristics of the TP_S coating, in addition, in STS-2, the orbiter experi-

ments (O_t) catalytic surface effects (CSE) experiment sponsored by the "_ASA Ames "

Research Center was initiated. The results from this experiment dramatically
illustrated the significance of catalytic recombination on the orbiter entry heat-

ins. The-_ experiments were continued.in subsequent flights and the results
reported in other sources such as references II and 12.

To estimate the effects of a partially catalytic wall on aeroheating, equa-

tion 4 w_s applied to orbiter entry with consideration for frozen boundary layer
properties:

[Hawf- CpfTw - nHD1

By reviewing "and interpre._,."ng the results of research' in the field of nonequilib-

ritrm aeroheating, a relationship wt.s oBCained for q in terms of flight variables
and the therm<>chemical properties of the TPS tile surface:
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= _ - (6)

he.I _2_RoZfTw

The variable, _fi:, reprp_nts the nu.-_ber of recomhi_ed -_._om. of oxT.o,:n and nitroEen

_uormalized by ch_ _ctal uumber of uncombined atoms a_ the edge :f t._,e_c-.',nda_

]".yer. An #._r_enius relation was assumed fcr YR:

YR _ _ _P _-Cl_w) /J

The DFI data from STS-2 w_s ased =o determine the values fc: _. and C. The result-

ing correlation is

YR = C.G5787 EXP (-6876/Tw_ .ez

The nonequilihrium aeroheatin 5 wa_ ^stimated by using equatioms 5, 6, and 8.

Fli_ht Test .lesuits. _nen _his _emi-empirical technique is a_plied to the

STS-2, trajectory results are as sh_._ in figures 13, 14, and 15, where surfac_ tem-

perature data and predictions are co_pared as a function of ti_e at three stations

alo_'_ the fuselage lower centerline. Figure 13 al,o includes a prediction for

equilibrium flow using the me=hodology referred to earlier. Figure 16 shows a

crossplot of figures !3, 14, and 15 at two times duriDg the trajectory. The second

time cut selected was 1,200 sec since this is ju_ _ricr to the time of boundary

layer transition and the prediction technique for nonequilibrlum heating has been
a_sumed to he valid only during the laminar flow regime. The maxinmm deviation

between the predi:tion model and data for these two time cuts is approzimately
7 percent.

The results for STS-3 are shown in figures 17, 18, 19, and 20, and in general
are similar to the :esult_ shown for STS-2.

Both figures 16 and 20 show excellent agreement between estimated surface teffi-

perature and measured flight temperature di_:ributions for the later flight times.

These t_r,es correspond to the onse= of flow t:ansit:on and the approach of the_

free stream to equilibrium chemlsery condi_=ous. This would enhance the validity cf

the equilibrium heating technique. The results of analyses of _,_'0-5 data are still

prelimi_zry; however, a comparison of the overall results with those from previous
flights is included in table III.

Table II presents average temperature deviations between estimated and meas-

"ed v=l,ee in the time pe-riod between /_0 and i,i00 _ec for three orbiter flights,
3-2, -3, and -5. These data are remarkabl> _u£istent and demonstrate the accu _

r-cy o_ _he correlatlen (equation (5)) based on STS-2 flight data.

At the beginning of entry, 0 to 300 sec, tL_ results from this engineering

technique displayed larger differencos compared to flight g_ta than in the time

period from 400 to I,I00 sec. Thi_ may _e for two reasous: the application of a

_oetinuum flow model partially modified to acu_,nt for low density flow, and the'

_" _ication of a radiation equilikrium assumpt-fon _u_!ng the time of significant

:ov_uction into the TPS a_ compared to the incoming conve_:_ve heating. However,

_ur,ng this time periog, the impact of aeroheating on heat load (structure tempe:--

_tu.e_ or peak surface temperature is not of major significance.
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TPS Capability Projection

A preliminary analysis has been conducted to project the capability of the

orbiter TPS for flying high-cross-range missions using the results from the OFT

program as discussed in this paper and applying th_n to the computed trajectory for

such a mission. The mission selected was entry from an orbital inclination of 104

deg with a cross-range requirement of 940 n.nd. achieved by flying a 38 to 28 deg

angle of attack profile. Using the heat load of a one-foot-radius sphere as an

indicator, this mission is approximately 50 percent more severe than the worst of

the OFT flights and approximately 30 percent more severe than the TPS design tra-

jectory (fig. 21). Nevertheless, based on the favorable results of the OFT pro-

_ram, it is projected that the windward surface TPS has the capability to accom-

plish this mission. This conclusion is drawn by comparing the predicted maximum

surface temperatures and heat loads for this mission with TPS design values. As

illustrated in table IIi, the maximum surface temperatures do not exceed the design

values. At most locations, the heat loads (driver for structure bondline temper-

ature) are less than the design values. Although there are locations where the

design values are exceeded, the vehicle can accommodate these environments satis-

factorily. Additional flight data and analyses are required to verify the TPS

capability.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

-- p

i

..%.

Consistent and reliable correlations of the orbiter flight test heating data

were obtained relative to boundary layer transition and catalytia recombination.

The application of these correlations in predicting the hpsting of the orbiter for

a high-cross-range mission indicates that the TPS on the windward surfaces h_s Lhe

capability for successfully performing this mission. Th@.s result tcBd5 to Validate

the unique design approach used for the orbiter TPS.

An understanding of boundary layer transition and catalytic recombination Ss

not only significant, for verifying the orbiter TPS, but is also helpful in the

d_sign of effective thermal protection systems fo_ future entry vehicles. There-

fore, it is recommended that high priority be given to the continued analysis and

understanding of these phenomena.
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Figure i.- Orbiter lower surface tile pattern and surface thermocouple layout.
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